
MAGNIFICENT FAILURES TEACHER’S NOTES 
 

 

INTRODUCTION  
Tell the students that they are going to be reading an amusing article about some events 

that went horribly wrong for people. 

The article is subdivided into various short stories, and can be done successfully as an 

information share. Cut up the article into the various short stories, so that they can be 

distributed as individual stories to the students. 

VOCABULARY ,  PRE READING AND READING 
In the students’ notes, there is a heading for each story (not all the stories have been 

included) with some vocabulary from the reading. Distribute the notes (page 1) and go 

through the reading one story at a time in the following manner: 

Go through the vocabulary for the first story, making sure the students understand the 

words. Then get them to speculate what could have happened in that story. They then 

read the story to find out how accurate their predictions are. The stories can be grouped 

according to the number of students ie. If there are 3 students then get them to 

speculate on the first 3 stories. Then hand out one of each of the 3 stories to each of the 

students, they have to read their story and then share with the other 2 students what 

was in their reading (for larger classes divide the students into groups of 2 or 3). 

VOCABULARY  
While going through the various stories, make note of which of the vocabulary is new for 

them.  Write the words onto flachcards and get them to ask each other questions using 

the new words. 

IDIOMS  
The students have the following idioms on their worksheets. They need to fill in the 

missing word from the options given, and then speculate on what the idioms might 

mean. 

1. cut one’s ________ (losses) 

2. fall from ________(grace) 

3. to fight a _________(losing) battle 

4. a fool’s _________(errand) 

5. go to the ________(dogs) 

6. go up in _________(smoke) 

7. let something ________(slip) through your fingers 

8. spread yourself too ________(thin) 

IDIOM REVISION  
Write the idioms on small pieces of paper and place them face down on the table. The 

students need to select one, and then draw the idiom on the board while the others 

guess what the idiom is. Once they have guessed, the student who drew the idiom needs 

to give a sentence with that idiom. 
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THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT TO 

GO TO THE LAVATORY  
 

flight  
relieve himself 
cabin crew 
‘I am exploding’ 
suicide bomber 
rearrested 
tourist visa 
  

 

THE MOST OV ERENTHUSIA STIC 

ARMED RESPONSE  
 

squad cars 
sirens 
2 hours 
loud hailer 
hard of hearing 
rooks 
  

 

THE WORST SAFE-S EX CAMPAIGN  
 

pamphlets 

free 

perforated 

budget distribution company 

 

THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL ROMANTIC 

GESTURE  
 

 
 

LEAST SUCCESSFUL DISG UIS E  
 

stark naked 
bucket 
balcony 
hide identity 
 

 
 

 

THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL PRACTICAL 

JOKE  
 

manifesto 
free beer 
more renaissance furniture in Ikea 
tailwind on cycle paths 
backfired 
votes 
 

 

 

THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL STAGE S ET  
formica 

lemon juice 

cleaning lady 

clutching 

weeping 

 

THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL DISCOVERY 

OF A NEW SPECIES  
mammal 

eaten 

 

THE MOST OV ER-VIGILANT S ECURITY 

GUARD  
sticker 

Windsor Castle 

 

clothesline 
bargain bucket of KFC 
pole vault 
dull thud 
police 
thwarted 
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THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL HOTELIER  
9pm 

stomped in 

stay up 

diligent 

locked in 

 

 
 
 

THE LEAST SUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT TO 

TALK TO ANIMALS  
 

hoot 
ornithologist 
reply 
pioneering work 
 

 
 

 
IDIOMS  
Fill in the missing word from the options given. 

 

                losses       dogs          smoke          
                         grace            losing     
                 slip            thin           errand 

 

 
1. cut one’s ________  
2. fall from ________ 
3. to fight a _________ battle 
4. a fool’s _________ 
5. go to the ________ 
6. go up in _________ 
7. let something ________through your 

fingers 
8. spread yourself too ________ 
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